The present paper aims to show that the appropriate textualization into 
Discussion
In terms of the type of negative marker, the English corpus is distributed as shown in Table 1 below: AICLL particle is recovered in 47 out of 100 cases, while implicit negation procedures are employed in the remaining 53 cases. As can be noted, the discrepancy in choosing between the procedure of generic negation and that of implicit negation when rendering too negation is insignificant.
Recovering generic negation
Examining the recovery of generic negation, it is noted that there are three main procedures adopted by Arabic translators: negation by simple or complex structures (18 cases/38.29%), unpacking negation by coordination (17 cases/36.17%), and negation by indicating degree of attribute (12 cases/25.53%).
To start with negation by employing simple or complex structures (which is the most frequent in this category/38.29%), it is noted that translators may succeed in capturing too negation using this procedure, as can be noted in the examples below:
2. I was too late to save the girl. (HP/2) lam 'astati' 'inqað-l-fataati fi-l-waqti-l-munaasib not be able saving-the-girl-in-the-time-suitable "I couldn't save the girl at the right time".
As can be observed, in (2) the translator has managed to properly recover Arabic generic negation by nominalizing the verb save (saving) and the verb drive away aqsu-l-baaridu yamna'u-naa min xal'i malaabisin-aa fi-llayli still-the-weather-the-cold prevent-us from taking off clothes-our inthe-night "The cold weather still prevents us from taking our clothes off at night".
To close this section on translating too negation, Table 2 presents the results reported in the discussion.
Negation by hardly/scarcely/barely
The sample of these negative adverbs (which is extracted from BF, FS, GC, and ES, to the exclusion of HP) includes 34 instances of hardly, 19 of scarcely and 11 of barely, coming to 65 instances. These adverbs share the fact that they communicate a negative orientation when used in English sentences. That is why they are often interchangeable albeit they may be sensitive to normality conditions, i.e. one may sound natural in one context, while another may not. For example, John was barely 17 when he joined college is natural, whereas John was scarcely 17 when he joined college is not. In terms AICLL of translation, the focus is on relaying the negative orientation which is shared by all of them. The translator of (12) has successfully employed a negated yakadu, viz. laa yakaadu
[not hardly], which exactly captures the meaning of the -ly negation in (12) .
However, -ly adverbial negation does not seem as straightforward as (12) may suggest. While capturing the notion of negation in general, almost 58% of the Arabic 
Conclusions
Overall, the findings reported in Tables 2-3 support the predictive title of this study that non-generic adverbial negation is a problematic area for Arabic translators.
Together, the Tables indicate that 56 
